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PRACTICAL INFORMATION   

Zoom 
This meeting is going to be hold online on the zoom platform. Please, use the following link to join the ENIEC 
Annual Meeting.  The same link works for both days. 
Link: https://zoom.us/j/91838263262?pwd=czZSdDA5SVV3SHFFZXpYR241UGRSZz09 
 
Take a picture for your background! 
Could we ask you to please take a photo of what is out your window/front door and set it as your Zoom 
backdrop for Registration? This is just for a bit of fun and to see where everyone is attending the AM from to 
enhance the community spirit, as usually we would be meeting face to face. 
 
Chat on zoom 
Please, use the chat at any time, to communicate in private to other members, to make comments of what is 
going on, to share pictures, documents, … We are humans, and we must use all the possibilities we have to 
keep our human contacts. 
 
Camera on – camera off 
Every member is free to set up the camara off if they prefer. However, we strongly recommend having the 
camera on during the breaking room sessions and the social dynamic sessions to make the most of the social 
aspect. 

Microphones. 
Please mute your microphone when you are not speaking as this helps to minimize interference. 

 
Subtitles 
You can set up subtitles on zoom if you want to 
 
Sit down or stand up. 
We recommend to all participants to combine positions. Please, adjust the camara of your computer or of your 
cell phone and try to move. 
 
https://www.mentimeter.com/ and www.kahoot.it 
Mentimeter  and kahoo are an application that will help us to interact with each other. It is use on your cell 
phone so please, have your cell phone with you. You will receive a game pin before beginning. 
 
https://padlet.com/jadetoimintakeskus/ENIEC In our social dynamics we will use this application through web 
browser 

 
Name on zoom 
Please sign into the meeting with your full name 
 
Dress Code. 
Our in & out pub session, requires a dress code! Please dress in the colors of ENIEC, orange and blue. 
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